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Harmony Healthcare, a human capital management company, provides staffing and consulting solutions in revenue cycle 

management and population health to a diverse range of healthcare organizations nationwide. Our portfolio delivers quality solutions 

to empower healthcare organization success, enhance clinical and financial outcomes, and enable the transition to value-based 

healthcare. 
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Every day, health systems like yours face challenges that can make it more difficult to 

move your organization forward profitably. Challenges around payment reform and 

the rapid adoption of technologies; creating a higher priority of the functions within a 

medical records department. This department, now more than ever, has an impact 

on ensuring proper reimbursement and compliance. The methods and best practices 

for the past 30 years have changed, and it is important to give departmental leaders 

the tools and insight to make those alterations correctly.  

Whether you need interim help or are looking for that next great hire to lead your 

health information management (HIM) team, our solution will assist with change 

management, initiate strategic directives, and drive overall departmental 

performance. Our solution will help you: 

▪ Gain better understanding of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 

through a complete global review  

▪ Redefine the way health information is collected, processed, used, stored, and 

retrieved 

▪ Provide strategic direction, oversight, planning and communication to meet and 

exceed expectations through benchmarks and KPIs 

▪ Identify long-term performance improvement opportunities in operations 

management including workflow restructuring  

▪ Offer knowledge, education and training for areas including electronic health 

records, privacy and security, coding, and more 

▪ Create efficiencies in release of information / transcription management 

▪ Work with key stakeholders to eliminate bottlenecks to improve productivity 

▪ Create systems and methods to improve collaboration and performance as a 

team 
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Times of transformation require 

change agents: people with the 

vision, expertise, and leadership 

skills necessary to lead 

transformation. Harmony 

Healthcare’s HIM Leadership 

solution will redefine how 

medical information is acquired, 

analyzed, and protected , all 

vital to providing quality patient 

care. 
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